Is your organization ready to capitalize on a high stakes bundled payment reality, managing an episode of care extending up to 90 days post-discharge?

The tide has turned for U.S. healthcare reimbursement. Payment models are shifting from fee-for-service to performance based. Providers will be challenged to assume more risk for the health of their populations. Episode-based care - specifically by bundling payments - offers a promising option to tackle costs, improve quality, share in savings and improve your margin.

Premier’s Bundled Payment Collaborative – with participants across the U.S.- is uniquely positioned to help you build a bundled payment program in the most cost-effective way. Premier supports members in developing core competencies in areas such as:

- **Episode Management**
  Analytics, benchmarking, reporting, cost management, episode design, reconciliation

- **Cross Continuum Clinical Care Delivery**
  Care model optimization, care redesign, post acute network development and tools

- **Physician Engagement**
  Physician incentives tools, legal agreements and support, education
With the guidance of our experienced bundled payment professionals and by tapping into our community of best practices and lessons learned, members of the Bundled Payment Collaborative are well-positioned to see game changing results including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased revenue</th>
<th>Increased margins</th>
<th>Improved physician satisfaction</th>
<th>Enhanced brand recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

THE DELIVERABLES

In order to determine the priority and sequencing specific for your needs, Premier conducts a series of sessions with selected individuals at your organization. At the end of these sessions, your organization is well-positioned to begin Bundled Payment Program development. The exact number of sessions is determined at an introductory planning session; an example of how the sessions may proceed is:

- **Session 1** | Overview and planning
- **Session 2** | Executive briefing, current state evaluation and discussion
- **Sessions 3–4** | Strategy confirmation, recommended areas of focus, prioritization, action steps
- **Session 5** | Action plan creation, executive approval and assignment of responsibilities

Your organization will leave these sessions prepared to join the collaborative and benefit from:

- Current state/organizational readiness evaluation results and recommendations
- Episode design understanding
- Hands on Bundled Payment Collaborative materials (excel reports, gainsharing models, etc.)
- Core educational materials for various stakeholders such as management and physicians
- Commercial bundle education, consultation and a sample commercial payer contract
- 1:1 coaching sessions

WHY PARTNER WITH PREMIER?

- At our core, Premier harnesses large data sets to identify opportunities for providers to improve care while safely reducing costs.
- Premier is a leader in the development and implementation of proven, large-scale pilot testing of performance improvement and payment methodologies.
- We have experienced consultants in all aspects of population health management including the provider and payer side of the industry.
- In addition to clinicians, finance, managed care and research experts, our staff includes specialists in innovative information technology solutions, which assist significantly in the speed to implementation.